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Number XI

Coalition - Yes,
But CODE Is Dying
organization, because I want to
see something developed that
people must judge on the basis
of its own merit and what it
On Thursday , May 8, Mike does, not by a name that's ·been
Srnilack held a public meeting, tagged on 1t."
It is an organization to which
announcing to the tudents of
anyone can relate ideas or areas
Wright State his plans for a stu
dent coalition. In •a one hour of interest. It should involve ad
interview with Mr. Smilack, the visory faculty, and according to
Guardian discussed the coalition, Srnilack, 13 faculty members, Dr.
how it would operate, and what Husman, Dr. Wade, Dr. Cary, Dr.
Dorn, Dr. Cecile, Dr. Thobaben,
goals it would have.
Citing the recent student elec Dr. Chow, Mr. Cline, Mr. Hough,
tions, Srnilack noted that "two Mr. Becker, Mr. Adams, Mr.
thirds of the electorate repudiat Escoe, and Dr. Fritz, have verbal
ed Gary Hunt." He explained ly consented to serve as advisors.
that "a lot of students want an
Srnilack has advocated a free
alternative. The coalition would press publication, to be put out
offer constructive alternatives" to by the coalition. He explained
the students. He stressed that the that the student needs something
coalition " would not be a gov else to relate to, since "the
Guardian has been unresponsive
ernment in exile."
As he sees it, the organization in certain issues." He added that
would "pick areas of application, it is the Guardian's bi-weekly
work in those areas, and do publication schedule that forces
something constructive," focusing it to be unresponsive in certain
attention on a bill of rights, a areas.
judiciary, and a system of checks
Srnilack has approached Mr.
and balances.
Lyons on this issue, and is re
When asked if the senate questing university financial as
would be recognized, he stated sistance, starting next year.
that "the senate is welcome to
Also planned is a student run
participate, although it is not a and operated book exchange,
senate project." Smilack agreed operating off campus. The store
that the coalition and senate is a reality that will exist regard
could work together to the l}ene less of the coalition. Books are
fit of a greater part of the already being ordered, to be sold
student body, ''very definitely, at a discount price. The store
but it's not going to be the will be open daily, starting this
coalition's job to go out and summer.
proselytize the senate to hell.
The future of the coalition is
They're the ones that should hazy at present, but Srnilack re
have been doing that in the first gards the possibility .o f the organ
place. We very defmitely wel ization's becoming an overall uni
come any help they're willing to versity government as unrealistic.
give." "I hope that the student "I think it's unrealistic for the
senate would participate, and students to expect to run the
that they would try to initiate university."
some reforms."
With the organizational meet
When questioned about the ing held May 8, the coalition
organization's relation with established itself as a broad based
CODE, Srnilack remarked that organization, involving presiden
"CODE is dying. By the end of tial candidates Bishop and Har
the quarter it will be d~ad." He zinski, and sophomore senator
added that the coalition Mahan, in addition to a forma
"wouldn't work through CODE, tive list of many other construc
wouldn't work through any other tively oriented students.
By FRANK GRAY
Guardian Staff Writer

Here com e the Greeks! Greek week lasted the week of May 5 en ding in a dance on Saturday. Activities included a
slave auction, olymp ic games, and a chariot race. Above is the chariot race. The frats built the ir own chariots and
raced in front of the Quad. The winning Greek fr at is on the left. As any one can see, bo th raced with extreme
de18rmin ationl

WSU Welcomes Mr. Allan Herbert
As Director of Commwiications
President Brage Golding has
announced the appointment of
Mr. Alan Herbert as Director of
Communications at Wright State
University, effective June 15. In
making the announcement, Presi
dent Golding said that Mr.
Herbert was selected from a field
of approximately 40 candidates
for tltis important assignment.
Mr. Herbert will be responsi
ble for the release of factual
~formation about the University
mternally to the personnel and
students of the University and
externally to the news media and
the public. He will participate in
the management and publication
of special events and will assist
students, faculty members, and
administrators in the application
of public information skills to
their respective purposes. He will
~so supervise editing and produc
tion of official publications of
the University.
A 1953 graduate of the Uni
versity of Illinois School of Jour
~alism and Communications, Mr.
erbert was active in Sigma
Delta Chi, a professional journal-

You'd better vote or . . . else.
(the Constitution that is)

ism fraternity, as an undergraduate. Subsequently, he has been a
reporter-newscaster at WHIO and
WLWD and has served as a public
information officer with the U.S.
Army in Korea. Most recently ,
he has been Director of Community Service at WLWD. In this
capacity, he has been responsible
for in-depth studies of the local
community and nationally in the
area~ of education, religion, agri
culture, and public affairs. He
has also been responsible for
much of the editorial comment
from that station.
He is active in community
affairs as President of Humanities
in Progress, an extra-curricular
study group of Dayton high
school students; as a member of
the Board of Directors of the
local Big Brothers; and a member
of the Public Relations Commit
tee of the Urban League.
His particular skills will permit
Wright State to move forward in

the field of educational televi
sion, and Mr. Herbert indicates
that he expects to assist in in
volving the community in special
events at the campus, particularly
in the areas of music and the
fme arts.

MR. ALLAN HERBERT

Grapevine Coffeehouse
Opens on Campus
Wright State's coffeehouse, The
Grapevine , opened for the third
time Friday night. Entertainment
wa; provided by "The Corn."
Formerly known as Jonathan and
Leigh, the group presented the
latest twist in coffeehouse music,
bluegrass-folk.
Based upon the format of good
folk music and stimulating conver
sation, the Coffeehouse is open on
Friday nights from 8:30 to 12:30.
Opening night entertainment
was provided by "The Free
wheelers," a local folk group
including Jim Stammen, Jerry
Weinert , and Rick Good. The

tum-out was estimated at 160,
thus indicating a definite student
interest. The following week The
Grapevine presented "Nu-Nu and
Bwi-Bwi," a newly formed group
consisting of Mike Hitchcock and
Larry Gault.
The Grapevine is located in the
Lower Hearth Lounge of the new
Student Union. It is hoped that
student support will be sufficient
enough to warrant continuing the
coffeehouse on a full time basis.
Anyone interested in partici
pating or serving on a committee,
please contact Mike Cono, Stu
dent Activities Offices.

THE GRAPEVINE COFFEEHOUSE
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Bryant
Squeals

The Guardian
..
. OpIDIOR

By F.RANK GRAY

Recall?-1\'laybe
The movement that is n.ow underway concerning a possible run-off
betwe_en the two higher candidates will possibly get itself in trouble.
It is, of course, re~ettable that the president was elected by a
minority, ~d it is the obvious solution that all who voted should
now re-vote and thus we would obtain a majority rule. We sincerely
hope that, if there is a run-off, this is what will happen, and will do
utmost to see that it does happen.
However, what if both men agree to a run-off the senate agrees to
a run-off and the other powers · that be agreed. And - we have a
turnout of 300 .people which is a distinct posfilbility. We are now
faced with a problem of a man elected on 170 votes over a man who
collected twice those votes a few weeks prior. A plurality of ll 00 is
better than a majority of 300. We can see the beginnings of a vicious
circle.

POINT OF VIEW
Some people are shaping the facts for their own purposes.
Although the election can be looked on as a two thirds repudiation
of Mr. Hunt, it also can be looked on as a tw9 thirds repudiation of
Mr. Smilack. ·

"In your heart you knew he was right!"

COALmON
The GUARDIAN gives its whole hearted support of Mr. Srnilack:s'
coalition, if it can work hand in hand with the Student Government.
Many of the ideas are beautiful, excellent; we applaud. But the way
to implement them is not a rival student government.

CONSTITUTION
We are happy to see the constitutional referendum. There were
too many legal problems entangling the last voting. Now we can
make· it legal, hopefully.
·

Letters To The Editor
the weakest part of academia at
Wfi:ght State.
_
To the editor,
Why isn't something being done
Every student graduating from to improve the quality of profes
Wright State University must have sors in Liberal Arts? An effort Wets
a minimum of eighteen credit made in this direction several
hours from the Liberal Arts months ago, but sympathy Wets
division. Because of the depend aroused for these unfortunate
ency upon Liberal Arts for that individuals ·and the welfare of the
part that gives us a well rounded university was completely ne
education, we are particularly glected while we yielded to the
susceptible to any inadequacies in whims of tho~ crying, "screw by
that division. In essence the value the Administration." What few
of any degree granted by this people realize is that the faculty,
university is directly related to the through· their. elected representa
value of our liberal Arts Divison. tives to the Promotions and
Almost one-third of all the Tenure Committee, determine the
faculty at Wright State are in the standards under which a faculty
Liberal Arts division. Of the member can become an honorable
eighty-one faculty members in citizen of the academic communi
Liberal Arts only twenty.rune ty. When an effort is made to
have terminal degrees. This means improve the division, the faculty
that 36% of the Arts faculty have yells "bloody murder" and sup
proven their scholarly aptitudes. ports each individual's selfish
In the university at large (excludi motivations while ignoring the
ng Liberal Arts) 67% of the needs of the university.
When Dr. Golding came to
faculty have terminal degrees.
This fact would suggest to some Wright State he was called a
that the Liberal . Arts division is tyrant and dictator by certain

Mediocrity

This Edition Will Be The
Last Regular Edition Of The
GUARDIAN For This Year
There Will Be Three Summer Editions

The End Of June, July and August
Anyone interested in working on the GUARDIAN
}Vright State Students have
asserted their rights. No one
will tell us not to walk on the
grass! Even if we do have dirty
brown paths.

TiQTE Again

factions on campus. Consequentl y'
he delegated his power of faculty l '
•
'
•
•
appointment to the faculty . .These
same factions now accuse him of
shir~g . his responsib~ty, ?ut · As a result of a meeting of the
that IS IITelevant at this_ po~t. Student Senate on May 8, it was
~t has the facul~ done? WI~ decided to rehold voting on the
this power 0~ ap~mtmen.t · I~ IS new constitution. This was done
very easy to ~gme w~at IS gomg primarily for the reason that there
to happen ~ the. 1:-iberal. Arts has been some question raised as
when a ~didate . JS mtemewed. to the legality of the previous
H .the candidate has. more
. thanba e1ect·ion. Rather than have a
Maste rs ·Degree, he JS
gomg to e disum.t ed st u dent b o d y, 1·t was filt
e
tumed down regar dless of his
d h Id
I
. ualifi ti'
be
01.
f
th
that
we
shoul
o
new
e
ec
q
Ica ons cause 64 10 o
e .
Th
,
d
ill b
r
lt
alize th t h will b hons. e new re1eren um w e
iacu Y re
a
e
e held the week of May 19 thru the
promoted over ~em. Consequent- . 23rd. It is ho d that ou will
ly we have the mcompetent and
pe
. ~
.
· t .
vote on the new constitution. This
th
.
h
unqualifire d perpe ua1mg
em- .
will be very unportant to t e
lv
se es.
D.A. Vickers future of Student Government at
Wright State.

next year can attend newspaper seminars on all phases

of newspaper work this summer. Call ext. 538.

Const1tut1on

Unofficial reports revealed re
cently that Alabama football
coach, Paul "Bear" Bryant, who
received 1Yz votes for the Demo.
aatic nomination for president at
the convention last summer, is
forming Im own coalition govem.
ment in protest of Im defeat in
the race for the nomination.
According to Bryant, "the who!
campaign Wets ridiculous. I was the
only candidate operating under
the rules set up by the campaign
and election committee."
In an interview with Mr.
Bryant, wire service reporters
questioned the well known coach
of the football code further about
his now dead campaign and Im
planned coalition.
"Mr. Bryant, just what will this
coalition . . . "
"And I'd like to know what
happened to fifteen of my god.
dam signs, huh? "
"Well then, about the campaign
that was . .. "
"Every time I turned around
those crackpots changed the rules
for the leaders. And they're the
ones who appointed the stupid
rules committee in the first
place."
"Okay, just how did this . .. "
"And I'm gonna write a letter
to the steering comtiiittee and
pr~test this whole thil}.g. &ome
guy named Cog o~ some~g.:'. :
"But since the election is over
and there ... "
"I'm gonna have· this whole
election declared invalid, and have
the other candidates disqualifie"d."
"But Mr. Bryant, how can
you ... "
"Just who do they think this
place belongs to anyway? It's time
some responsible people got in
control here."
"ff I could, I'd like to ask you a
few questions, Mr. Br ... "
"Listen, Mr. whatsyourface; I
haven't got time. I've got to make
a personal appearance at a f;iS
station."
"But Mr. Br ... "
Wright State does not haVe
enough tests or exams in a quar·
ter. As it is now, if you get a 'D'
on one you have to counteract it
with a 'B' to get a passing grade.
Whereas if we had a minimum of
four tests or exams it would be
more helpful to the students.
What we need are professors and
instructors .who are willing to
work grading exams.
Dave Catanzaro

The GUARDIAN is published bi-monthly by Wright S~te
University. The opinions expressed herein are those of the
editorial board and do not necessarily reflect the attitudes or
opinions of the faculty or administration.
The GUARDIAN is a member of the inter-collegiate press and the
National Educational Advertising Services. For advertising
information, call 426-6650, ext. 538.
The ·GUARDIAN offices are located in room 458w Millett

Hall.

Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Cornett
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mickie Cook
Business Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jenifer Gaylor
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Arnold
Cartoonist ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leonard Fornalik
Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ .... Bob Brookshire, Frank Gray,
Marty Haber, Jim Glaiser, Ann Moloney
Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : Dr. Allan Spetter
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Out and About
By

1
REVIEW

It takes a bit of talent to
produce a film of a live perform
ance which retains the brilliance
and spontaneity of the st age im
age. However, A Session with the
Committee does exactly that.
This is the film version of a
series of about fifteen skits
which were done in San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles a short
time ago. The Committee itself is
a group of actors who operate
out of nightclubs in both cities;
doing satirical spoofs on every
thing from the draft to pre-mari
tal love. To say the film is funny
would be gross understatement.
These people are definitely not
amateur actors; this accounts for
the tremendous humor and inten
sity of Committee. Several times
in the recent past they have done
short pieces for TV shows, E.G.
Smothers Brothers. Do not ex
pect any of the movie version
themes to appear on TV though;
they won't! Be prepared for a
laughable evening.
UNDERGROUND
The ART Theater is con
tinuing with their Underground
Cinema 12 series; assorted avant
garde flicks every Sat. night at
midnight. Some really are far
out; others have won film festival
awards. For a distinctly different
experience in movies, try it!

CINCINNATI
Getting tired of the same old
places to go and the same old
things to do in Dayton? Do you
get perturbed when your date
says: "Why don't we do some
thing different tonight?" Then
try a visit to Cincinnati. It's only
about an hour's drive (on 1-75)
to most of the interesting areas,
which is fine for a Sat. or Sun.

Forms Own Government

Mike Smilack's Dream.
A Student Coalition

I had a dream last week . . .. I
ly, and creatively. And that's what
dreamt that regardless of who
I'd like to present to you today,
Fred
won the student body presidential
my ideas for such an organization,
election, there would be a genuine and a call to immediate organiza
attempt at the formation of a tion and implementation of our
student coalition representing all
collective ideas.
factions of student interest and
The organization I have in mind
Kahl
abilities. I dreamt that there was as another alternative to the
still the possibility of student present student government is
excursion and close enough for government being a viable , vi
called,
simply,
"STUDENT
even an evening's entertainment. brant, active synthesis of student COALITION", and its primary
In connection with the latter, a interests and concerns. I saw the and overt function is to research,
very informative restaurant guide possibility of a real university prepare, and present to the
can be obtained by writing to community, directed , construc
student body, for their approval,
WJBI-FM. No charge for this. tively, from within student gov
viable structural, ideological, · n
Some of the best dining estab- · ernment, with primary emphasis social reforms, revisions, and stu 
lishments in Ohio are located in on positive reform and reorganiza
dent services.
tion with overt influence on
Cincinnati.
· Tentative areas of interest
Under the same heading of stud~nt, faculty joint involve
could be :
•
entertainment we can include the ment.
(1) Constitutional reform
Perhaps I was too naive. When I
art galleries, large collection of
and revision - a broad
shops, boutiques, theaters, etc.
look at this year's student governbased group to research and
If a weekend trip is· in order, .ment and its activities, its seeming
write a realistic student
a stop at the University of Cin- ineptitude to be fair and represen
body constitution to be
cinnati is worthwhile. The stu- tative, its inability to allow and
offered to the student body,
dent union is open to visitors encourage individual and group
for their approval sometime
(especially students from another initiative, its suppression of infor
during the fall quarter next
school) and there's ample "sigh- mation and communication, and I
year. This document will
project this same government to
tseeing" right on campus.
have realistic checks and
For those whose taste runs next year, I become excessively
balances, a judiciary, and a
more to nature study (this was alarmed. Where or what is the
student bill of rights.
mentioned in one of my earlier balancing organizational alterna
(2) A free press publication,
columns) several excellent parks tive or influence to this group
to communicate with the
exist which can be put to good called "Student Government".
student body and the facul
use. Near downtown is Eden What or who is functioning to
ty, to communicate objec
Park; complete with the Cincin- balance their absolute power and
tive informative ideas, a
nati Art Museum, the Planetari- insensitivity?
newspaper which will apply
And I become exceedingly
um, the Natural History Museum,
for financial support from
and a variety of additional alarmed, and almost simultaneous
the university, yet this quar
aJ1ll!Sements. More toward the ly, I become encouraged by recent
ter, for next year.
north is Mt. Airy Forest, an developments:
(3) A student run and
(1) Two thirds of those
expansive wooded area ideally
operated book exchange,
voting in the student body
suited for hiking or just getting
operating off campus, offer
away from it all. Finally, there
presidential election repudi
ing, on a daily basis, new
are more than fifty similar parks
ated Mr. Hunt.
and used text books at
voting supported me and
and reservations spread throughdiscount (at least 10%) to
my ideas, and this was in
out the city and suburbs.
students and faculty. I
In the meantime , those of you
lieu of my having any kind
presently have secured loca
remaining in Dayton should keep
of organization to speak of.
tion and an initial inventory
My campaign was indivi
a keen eye out for tornados.
of new books, and we could
With the summer approaching
dualistic, and it was issue
start operating the first of
the possibility of this type of
oriented.
June. The bookstore could
violent weather is declining, but
(3) Many, many fellow
not only offer the service,
it is not totally gone yet. Meteorstudents approached me and
but could be a very strong
ologists here seem to think this
expressed a desire to relate,
source of financial funding
constructively, to the uni
particular storm was a freak; I
for the Coalition. Ultimate
wonder what the insurance comversity community.
ly, when the bookstore is
panics are thinking right _now?
And so l am, at this time,
successful, and it will be,
offering what I think is a viable
then we can start paying
Dept. of Odd Information: Of way for those of us who still find .
students involved in the
all the paper clips used every day themselves alienated from student
coalition.
in the U.S. only about 30% government, those who want to
(4) A student activities
actually are used to hold, papers be heard, who want to contribute
board, similar to ICC, plan
together. Amazing.
their uniqueness, those who are in
ning and implementing a
student government ancl can't
constructive,
continuing
express themselves, their indivi
chain of social and intellec
duality, their creativeness and
tual events. This group
ideas, for anyone who wants, in
could also derive funding
any viable way, to relate to the
from our bookstore.
university, maturely, constructive-

WISE CATS

KNOW
you save
when you buy
COOK'S

TRAVELERS
CHEQUES

STILL ONLY.
75¢ issuance charge ON $lQO
Available At:
1) Tourama, Inc., 12 North Ludlow
2) Maharg'• Travel Service, Inc.
131 North Ludlow St.

First National Bank
FAIRBORN, OHIO
MEMBER

MEMBER FEDERAL

FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM

DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

Phone 878-8681

• •

(6) To work on registrat ion
reform .and revision.
(7) A student bus stop area.
(8) An information table(s),
to pass information and
recruit student interest. This
group could also handle any
public relations function
that might be necessary.
Structure must be firm, but not
rigid. If we can't all individually
relate, then the organization is a
failure, but on the other hand,
there must be some organization.
I would suggest the t flowing
structure :
(1) An executive board,
composed of a chairman
and one repre sentative of
each area of interest and
application.
open to everyone , meruaieu .
by the executive board, but
open for suggestion and
direction from the general
membership. No secret
meetings.
(3) A broad base of faculty
advisors to serve two pur
poses:
1. A realistic liaison
between the students
and the faculty offering
a legitimate area of
common concern and
interaction.
2. An invaluable re
.source group.
I have, at this time, tentative
approval from the following facul
ty, who have again, on the basis of
what I have told them what our
aims and objectives will be , t o
serve tentatively as faculty ad
visors to the Coalition.
1. Mr. Eskow
2. Dr. Ira Fritz
3.Dr. Dorn
4. Mr. Robert Adams
5. Dr. Thobaben
6. Dr. Gene Wade
7. Dr. Joe Chao
8. Dr. Sherwin Klein
9. Dr. Norman Cary
10. Mr. Hough
12. Dr. Cecil
12. Mr. Becker
19. Dr. Hussman
Our pr4nary and overt function
would be, then, a constructive
organization offering any and all
students an opportunity to freely
participate in the university com.
munity. We will not defranchise
2/3 of the student body. We will
not function as a secret society.
We will offer constructive alterna
tives, and then, ultimately, let the
student body judge us as to our
value and worth. Perhaps out of
our group can come an organiza
tion that can constructively chal
lenge student government in offe r
ing a fair and impartial alternative
to the student body.
The purpose of todays meeting
is to rally people whose areas of
interest can be incorporated into
the coalitioq. There is a place fo r
everyone.
Note: The coalition is a reality!
At an organizational m~eting May
8, 1969, some 50 people were
present, areas of interest were
noted, and the coalition "lives ':
Anyone and everyone is welcome.
Help us to build a ronstructive
university, by stopping at our
information table in Allyn Hall,
and indicate which area you 're
interested in working in.

May ~9, 1969

Guardi_..

Voting on Miss WSU
May 22nd and 23rd

KAREN BROWN
KAPPA DELTA CHI

- clarity of expression
Last week twenty nervous
- reasoning ability
·Wright State beau ties suffered
through ,panel questioning and
2. Poise
abservat'ion for ten !orig minutes.
- ability to walk with grace
These twenty Wright State girls
and
dignity
were competing for the title of
- overall handling of body
Miss Wright State University for
while sitting
1969-70.
3.
Physical
attractiveness
· The panel . of nine was faced
4. Schokistic achievement
with the difficult task of select
ing seven finalists from the
There was a total of 50 possi
group. Sitting on the panel were:
ble points; personality (20) ; poise
five faculty and administration
(JO); Physical attractiveness (4)
(Dr. Redden, Dr. Black, Miss
and Scholastic achievement ( 16).
Fagan, Mrs. Koch, and Mr. Allen)
PAM LEWIS
Appearing here are the seven
and four students (Becky Nat
SIGMA TAL EPSILON
finalists that will be voted on by
-
lock, Rich Roy, Rick Frederick
the student body on May 22 and
and Sinn_ie Richardson - last
23rd. Miss WSU will be an
year's Miss WSU).
nounced at the formal on May
The twenty girls each ap
24th.
peared before the panel indi
Mike Cano, chairman of the
vidually for ten minutes. They
of Student Activities
Department
were judged on:
for Student Government co-or
1. Personality and speaking
dinated the panel and pro
ability
ceedures for selecting Miss WSU.
- general composure
Mike did not serve as a judge.
- impressiveness

STEPHANIE MARTIN
SAILING CLUB

ANNA PETERSON

NANCY LONGSTRETH

CANDIDATES FOR MISS WSU

PAT MOORE
PHI OMEGA THETA

Student Hacks
Teacher to Death

TAIPEI, Formosa (UPI)-A
17-year-old high school junior
hacked his mathematics teacher
to death· with an ax in a school
in the northern port ofKee lung,
police reported Thursday.
The school's headmaster
described . the dead teacher,
Chian Hsin-Tung, 30, as "a very
good teacher but a little too
harsh with his·students."

SUMMER WORK!
FULL OR PART-TIME
to supplement our
work force
ExcelleM starting rate plus poymet1t
toward tuition next year.

For ·interview Appointment

Call 275-9551
9:00 AM ,. 6:00 PM

SUE HATCH
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
FOR SALE, 160 Honda "Dream"
1967, two helmets, 3200 miles, show'.
room condition, 426-0424.
WANTED - 1963 Chevy, Impala SS,
black interior, 426-0424
RIDERS WANTED, I am driving to the
southern California area during the
week of June 9, Call 299-3362 (eves)
for complete i nfo.
FOR SALE one Ferlise mini-compact
organ $200.00, 90unds areat. .call
878-7450 anytime.
·
~SD consumes 47% times its weight
in excess reality.

Wiil all th& clubs and organizations
here at WSU please check In the
Student actlvltl" office and see If
you have mall. Don't be 1Urprlsed If
you do.
'67 Hond•, CB-72, Super Sport, In
country, Japan•• model 250cc, looks
like 460cc, U.S. model, 8Xtr81, 2.870
ml, Ilk• new, $500.00. Call 228-3957.
Match any 306 Scrambler and com
fortable road bike.
1963 BUDDY 57x10 custom-built.
W.W. carpet, 60' awning, patio c•
port, air-conditioner, calt · Jack Horst
man 233-6311 after 6:30.
Do blonds have more fun? Contact
Student Activities.

If you are Interested In a fine job
here on campus or el..where there are
many opportunitl" Just w•ltlng for
you. Don't t. thy. Stop In Student
Aid In Allyn Hall and a• 'em about
working: Or call Ext. 491.

58 T-B ird, excellent, rebuilt transmis
sion, new tires, paint, $475 223-5057
after 5:30 p,m, P,atricia A. French, No,
292100, 502 Baltimore Street, Dayton
Ohio 45404
'

See John, I told you light bulbs do
suck up dark!

WANTED 4th man for apt. at Miami
(Oxford) for academic year 1969-70. 2
?edroom,
2 baths. Furnished. If
interested call: Rick - 848-2624 Gary
- 252-5268, Lee - 253-8776.
'

Summer jobs. Now Interviewing for
Holld•Y Girts and Mini-Girls, commis
sion on every sele, $11.99 glv" you
$21.09 value. Call 233-8283 after 7
PM for appointment.
(HAVE FUN) - Sell Holiday Magic
Cosmetics and Home Products.
Lifetime 30% plus dilcount for 11.99
Investment. Earn more at your leisure
-.itn working by the hour.
For QiJys & gals - don't overlook
thlL Call Dick King. 879-2899 .,...
Wante~ -

~uy to share apartment in
Kettering with same.

Wanted - .girl to share apartment ·
Kettering with different.
'"

mm·•••• ....

THE GUARDIAN

GUARDIAN

ACTIO·N LINE
Starting in June

Questions?
Suggestions?
Turn in to
Shirley Rickey

(Sh1dent Activities)
The quardian is seeking
or
help for its editorial staff
Guardian Office
this Fall. The positions of
458 W. Millett
EDITOR, MANAGING
Signed With
EDITOR, and BUSINESS
Student Number
(Homes won't be published)
MANA GER are open as pay 
in~ jobs to anyone with a
"2.50" accumulative average
TYPING DONE
CONTACT •••

40c per page

FOR SALE clarinet and i.nor sax
$50.00 apiece or $99.95
th •
both. Call 864-7346
em

'*•

FOR SALE one
$50.00. 426-0779

WOOden

Clarinet,

SHIRLEY RICKEY
...... Ext. 391

Poper Furnished

East End

254· 7329

Ingrid Hensley
1710 Speice Ave.

fl

.
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Fiction Stranger Than the Truth
BY SUSIE SCHMIDT
College Press Service

Two, Three, Many More (A
Norel), by Nicholas Von Hoff
man. Quadrangle Books, Chicago.
J969.
(CPS) - Two, Three, Many
More is, in a word, a very strange
book. It kept me up most of a
night so I could finish in one
sitting - ·and that's pretty un
usual for a novel that reads so
much like the stories I write day
after day on "campus confronta
tions" and "the student revolu
tion."

. .
that? A go~p with reliable inforversion of a guillotine that swa1- fantastic. In Sil, and his sculp- ·cause it ts real - despite e1e- mation." Roger Elias, the flaming
lowed its victims. Eleven cats, tures, Von Hoffman has imagined men ts of the fictional in any revolutionary, is discovered to
five dogs, a monkey, a pigeon, a and created the best campus-type such incident. The fictional Uni- live in a neat apartment with
snake, a raccoon and an owl character since Richard Farina versity is not as · immediate and books and clothing kept scrupu
were thrown into the machine, wrote Been Down So Long It exciting as the neighborhood lously in place. Ray Shapiro,
community college, where we whose rhetoric is less flamboyant
which appeared. to skin them Looks Up To Me.
The fact of the book's ob- can watch the whole scenario but whose view for leadership
alive · as blood· dripped from the
}?ottom of the Contraption. At vious caricature (through general- unfold with real bodies.
with Elias, has made nearly-per
the end of the macabre execu- ization and simplification at the
And yet the fiction is more _ feet grades in his four years at
tion the animals emerged unhurt same time) of the events and it is even more real and stranger the University and wants to get a
from a trap door, but not before characters in every campus up- than truth. Through the medium fellowship.
hundreds of students, deans and , roar is both its. strength and its of a composite of all campus
College presidents and deans
professors watched in shocked weakness.
confrontation Von Hoffman tries would· do well to read Two,
It pales for those who have to capture the essence of the Three, Many More. Although its
fascination.
Sil's other sculptures (which followed the campus revolt care- individuals who play the parts. In apocalyptic ending, and portrayal
are scattered throughout the fully - or even sporadically - small flashes he illuminates the of the protest as more a comedy
book like droppings) bear such because it is so close to the folly in judging others by only of errors and bad-will than any
titles as "The Supermarket is a morning ne"spaper analyses of one facet of character.
thing genuinely revolutionary,
Boon to Mankind" and ''The the big campus protests, yet it
Thus the Jewish professor seem to preach the juvenility and
Black Souls of White Folks." lacks their wgency. The newspa- wryly describes himself as "a waste of such activities, its de
They are, as their names imply, per comes out more exciting be- social scientist _ and what is
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

It is, in brief, the fictional
story of a campus protest - one
which excalates several steps
beyond Berkeley, Columbia and
~en Harvard (on which it seems
for a time to be modeled). All
the characters you know and
Jove are there: the liberai chan
cellor who doesn't for godssakes
want to repress anybody but just
can't cope with black students
setting fires on campus and rap
ing coeds in the library; the
faculty members who sympathize
with the kids but can't bear to
see their ivory tower destroyed ;
the dean's lackey whose job is to
take names in demonstrations;
even the bearded campus chap
lain who's been in Selma and has
come to the university looking
for some apocalyptic experiences.
The scene is the University 
that's all it's called. Throughout
~ book the names of imme
diate characters, places and
iroups are fictitious, while those
oac step removed from the plot
are real - Black Panthers, Berke
ley, Mark Rudd, SDS, Che 
gNing the book an eerily bal
anced status somewhere between
truth and fiction.
The situations are all-too fa
miliar: the endleSs faculty meet
ing, the administrators debating
whether - and when - to call
the police, the escalation of con
flict through someone's misun
derstanding, the entry of black
radicals and their changes in the
rules of the game.
And the sequence of event in
this campus' chapter of the revo
lution is all but lifted from the
pages of this morning's newspa
per: the banning of non-students
from rallies sows the seeds of the
white students' revolt; the alleged
"racist lectures" of a famous
professor bring out the black
students and supporters from the
ghetto ringing the campus.
And of course the kids are
there: the revolutionary fire
brands, the passive, the stupid
but malleable, and the freaks. To
anyone who has followed campus
protests and knows their per
soqae and scripts, the characters
in Two , Three and reassuringly
(or frighteningly) familiar. Ex
cept for Sil.
Sil is the University freak, its
equivalent of a Yippie. He's the
local guerrilla theatre man, and
the theatre he does is like noth
ilg the American campus has
seen yet.
Sil's guerrilla theatre involves
a group called the Fuckheads,
and it involves sculpture. His
lll>st famous was the E. J. Corn
ford Perpetual Expiatory Capa
bility Contraption and Death Ma
chine •• Brought to the middle of
the Un.iversity one day, the Con
traption looked like a modem

The good things of life ...
The love, the quiet laughter-and the freedom to build
the kind of life we want.
Twenty years ago, these things were pretty rare. After
·the most terrible war in history, people felt lucky to be
alive, let alone happy.
That's why they invented NATO-the world's first
effective peaceforce-just so it would never happen again.
For two decades we've had NATO and enjoyed the good
life, too.
NATO isn't the only reason why we dare hope that the
next twenty years will be as good as the last.
But it's a big reason.
For.further information, write to The Atlantic Council, 1616 H Street N. W. , Washington, D. C. 20006.
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Intercollegiate Sports
Under Regulation
The Athletic· Council serves as
an advisor to the President of
WSU in all matters concerning
intercollegiate athletics. In addi
tion, it will carry out those func
tions given to the Council by the
President. The Council has re
leased the eligibility requirements
for academic work; these require
ments must be complied with if
a student desires to participate in
a program of intercollegiate
sports. The following was taken
from Section III and part I of
the constitution of the Athletic
Council.

PREAMBLE
A student-athlete shall not
represent Wright State University
in intercollegiate athletic compe
tition unless he has been ad
mitted m accordance with the
regular published entrance re
quirements of Wright State Uni
versity; unless he is in good
academic standing as determined
by the faculty of Wright State
University, and unless he is main
taining satisfactory progress
toward a degree as determined
by the regulations of Wright
State University.
The Wright State Sailing Club came in second!

I. ELIGIBILITY REQUIRE
were rotated between colleges
MENTS
throughout the race so that the
A. In order to be eligible for
skill of the crew was measured
participation in intercol
rather than the quality of the
legiate athletics at Wright
boat. Fourteen races were con
State University, the stu
ducted, seven in Division " A"
dent-athlete must fulfill
and seven in Division "B". The
the following require
ments:
The WSU Sailing Club does final standings were as follows :
1. University of Toledo
1. Must be a full-time
not qualify as one of the larger
2. Wright State University
undergraduate student.
clubs in the area; its membership
3. Xavier University
a. A student is consid
rarely exceeds fifteen but ·this
4. University of Cincinnati
ered to be full-time
does not mean that enthusiasm is
S. Ohio State University
if he is carrying at
lacking.
6. Ohio University
least twelve (12)
Recently, the c.lub held the
7. Ohio Wesleyan
quarter hours of
election of officers. The results
The Sailing Club is continuing
college work.
were: John S. Walker - Presi
2. Must be making nor
dent, David J. Johnson · - Vice its campaign drive for member
ship. All students who want to
mal progress toward a
President, Stephanie Martin 
learn how to s'ail are urged to
degree.
Secretary, and Mark Berner 
join. A program is being set up
a. One normal .aca
Treasurer.
demic year of work
The Sailing Club finished a for the purpose of instructing
is considered to be
strong second in a recent regetta beginners in . the techniques
the successful com
at' Cowan Lake. Seven colleges which are necessary to sail a
pletion of at least
participated in the race. Each boat. Meetings are held every
45 quarter credits.
college provided two teams con Thursday in conference room
Moreover, a student
sisting of one skipper and one No. 1 at the Student Union at
crewman for each team. Boats 1:00.
must enroll in at
least 45 quarter
hours of courses
during the normal
academic year .
Summer school
work may be used
only for making up
deficiencies in
curred in the nor
mal academic year.
...} ... ~.~·

Sailing Club
Barely Misses
First Place

Get Out and VOTE!

<?{litJ'lf,&V.?
••
.
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GARDEN OF
PROSERPINE

cmLES Pl YMELL

(Cont.)

THE ROOM
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NIGHT IN THE LIFE OF
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one coold s1op her from opening
up to the 51r ong waves of her un·
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1un oian1burg . GCfm8ny • a th
PM 1 h im about p iling into a small
t.:

~?'Y. s~:%:';61 !~~~~ 1 ~e~\~~t a~
C'"\·Ec aga1r. wit hou t clothes
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minimum

of 24 :iemes
ter hours or
36 quarter
hours of
transfe rable
credit with a
"B" average.
c. A transfer student
from a junior co~
lege not meeting
the above qual ifica
tions must co~
plete an academic
year (4 S quarter
hours) and one cal
endar year must
elapse before he is
eligible to compe«
in athletics.
d. A student who
transfers from a
collegiate institu·
tion while he is dis·
qualified or sus
pended for aca·
demic or discipli·
nary reasons must
complete two (2)
calendar years and
90 hours at Wright
State University be·
fore he becomes
eligible.
6. Amateur Status.
a. An amateur athlete
is one who engages
in athletics for the
physical, mental,
social and educa·
tional benefits he
derives there-from,
and to whom
athletics is an avo
cation. One who
takes, or has taken
pay, or has accept·
ed the promise of

BY MOR:J•E C.ERSlE"

BY BEN VAN MElE~

Maki private
ng~·IC
scenes
so you'I

one

a

1. Must present
a minimum

.

know you're
not the only

f
4 8
seme ster
hours or a
minimum of
72 quarter
hours of ac
cepta ble,
transferable
credit.
b . Junior College
Transfer. (Waived
for school year
t 968-09).
1. Graduates.
1. Must present
a minimum
of 48
quarter hours
of acce pt
able, transfer
able credit.
2. Non-graduate.
1. Must present
0

3. Must be in good aca
demic standing.
a. Any student ac
cepted by the Uni
versity may com
pete in athletics the
first quarter of his
•freshman year.
b. In order to remain
eligible, he must
have cumulative
averages of 1.700
at the end of the
first quarter , and
1.800 at the end of ·
the second quarter.
c. Starting with the
end of the third
quarter, he must
have a cumulative
average of 2.00 in
order to be eligible.
4. Date of obtaining and
losing scholastic eligi
bility.
a. A student athlete
who becomes scho
lastically ineligible
at the end of a
quarter shall remain
eligible until the
opening day of
classes of the suc
ceeding quarter.
b. The student who is
scholastically ineli
gible becomes eligi
ble the first day of
classes of the suc
ceeding quarter
after he has ob
tained the neces
sary cumulative
average.
5. Transfer students.
a. Four year college
transfers (Waived
for school year
1968-69).
1. A student who
has transferred
to Wright State
University from
a four year col
lege that is in
volved in inter
collegiate athlet
ics,
must
complete one
academic year
(45 quarter
hours) and one
calendar year
must have
elapsed from his
fust registration
at Wright State
before he is
eligible to com
pete in athletics.

:.:.:. . .1

-

'

•
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(Cont p. 6)
0

pay, in any torm
for participation in
athletics, or has
directly or indirect
ly used his athletic
skill for pay in any
form, shall not be
eligible for in tercol
legiate athletics. It
being understood
that an athlete may
accept scholarships
or educational
grants from his in
stitution, provided
such aid is not in
conflict with the
governing legisla
tion
of
the
N.C.A.A.
b. A student-athlete
may be employed
as a supervisor of
children's sports
programs, uch as a
counselor in a sum
mer camp or in a
recreation depart
ment program and
his duties may in
clude some coach
ing and officiating
responsibilities pro
vided that any in
struction is a part
of the over-all
terms of employ
ment and not on a
''fee-for-lesson"
basis; he also may
work in tennis or
golf shop provided
he does not give
instruction for
compensation.
c. A student-athlete
may not serve as an
instructor for com
pe nsa tio n in a
physical education
class in which he
teaches sports tech
niques; however, in
the latter part of
his senior year he
may enter into

FICTION

agreements relative
to future teaching
assign men ts in a
high school or col
lege · without affect
ing his eligibility
under the terms of
this principle.
d. A student-athlete
may be employed
or permitted to of
ficiate in the intra
mural sports pro
gram
of his
institution and he
may be permitted
to officiate games
or c Q·n t e st s in
which the players
are not above the
junior high or ninth
grade level. He may
not officiate for
compensation in
any other form of
athletic contest
outside his institu
tion.
7. Miscellaneous.
a. A student who has
received a Bache
lor's Degree i~ not
eligible for partici
pation in intercol
legiate athletics.
b. During the academ
ic year, a member
of a freshman or a
varsity team in any
sport may not play
in that sport on an
amateur
team
which is not con
nected with the
University with the
following excep
tions:
1. After the sched
ule has been
completed in a
spring sport, a
squad member
in that sport
may participate
on an amateur
team.
2. It is permissible
for a member of

a team or squad
to play on an
alumni team
against a team
representing a
high school
which he for
merly attended,
providing that
the contest is
held under the
supervision of
the high school
authorities.
c. A student must
never have compet
ed in any athletic
competition under
an assumed name
or otherwise with
intent to deceive.
d. He must complete
his seasons of par
ticipation within
five (5) calendar
years from the be-:
ginning of the
semester or quarter
in which he first
registered at a col
legiate institution.
Participation, how
ever brief, in any
intercollegiate
athletic competi
tion in any season,
will cause that sea
son to count as one
of the allotted sea
sons of competition
in that sport.
8. Wright State Univer
sity agrees to abide by
all the rules and regu1at ions
of the
N.C.A.A. unless con
tradicted by more
stringent rules in ef
fect at Wright State
University. Any rule
or situation not
covered in the preced
ing will be covered ac
cording to the rules
and regulations set
forth by this organiza
tion.

(Cont. p.5)

scription of the students is
sympathetic and provides a good
lesson for deans and such who
refuse to see the human reality
behind student actions.
The "student radicals" in
Two, Three are just like other
kids - they fumble around with
what they should do, how they
should do it; some of their ac
tions (just like some of the ad
ministrators' actions) are pure
bluff or mistakes that have to be
stubbornly covered up for later.
In short, they are human
beings, not revolutionary ma
chines programmed for destruc
tion. Perhaps they had to be
fictionalized to make that point.
Von Hoffman has had plenty
of practice in trying to break the
real news to the straights. As a
columnist for the Washington
Post, the Voice of Official Wash
ington and perhaps the straight
est paper there is, he has spent
several years dealing with the
~~
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Buz Lukens Returns
From Southeast Asia
facts. Has the Vietnam War been
caused by internal strife? Was the
have just returned from a Cuban crisis given impetus by
privately financed, 19-day, 5-na
local political forces? The answer
tion tour of Southeast Asia. One is no. In no instance have the
fact has become alarmingly clear communists let go of any country
to me and disturbs me deeply. they have ever overrun militarily.
That fact is that when the North By contrast, in no instance has
Koreans decided to insult the any nation taken possession of
people of the United States by another against their will and
hijacking the USS Pueblo, they maintained their position by
knew that we did not have force. We have fought wars which
physical military equipment or were not totally justified, but
manpower to do anything aboyt it never have we refused a people
at the time. Now we seem to have their right to freedom and inde
a repetition of that same kind of pendence.
Today we see emerging a class
piracy and disrespect for human
lives when -·they apparently and of Americans who are so deceived
illegally shot down and killed 31 by their own personal dedication
US Navy men a few days ago.
to peace that in attempting to
Recently, the North Koreans attain that peace, they are willing
sent in 50 men tfl assassinate to sacrifice it. I sympathize with
President Park of South Korea. these people, and I share their
The men slipped through the very real desire to have peace in
American lines of the DMZ and our time. But in negotiating for
peace, both sides must want
came within 200 yards of the
peace. The free world wants
Presidential palace in Seoul before
peace, but the communists want
they were detected and appre
hended. In a running gun battle, the worl .
It is true that communism has
the South Koreans killed 48,
been fractionalized, but we must
captued 1, and 1 escaped. The
not be fooled in to thinking that
North Koreans obviously have no
the communist bloc no longer
respect for any law except com
exists. For those who say that the
munist expediency.
communists want peace, I point
Having recently visited Vietnam
out these facts. Five years ago we
again, I have seen that the forces
"\
.
agreed to abandon plans for the
there have reached a stage m that
construction of the ABM. Now
war at which we can now assert a
they have an advanced ABM.
degree of realistic optimism. Let
us remember that it is our Several years ago we agreed to
slow down the build-up of our
successful effort in Vietnam
polaris fleet. Now we see that the
which forced the communists to
Soviets have not only doubled
the peace table, and it will be only
theirs but have overtaken us in
that force that will achieve realis
nuclear capabilities.
tic peace. Now is no time to let
I look at the re-entry into the
up, else we will lose our only
Mediterranean, and I become
chance at peace.
increasingly alarmed at the threat
In each instance where peace
they pose. There would be no
loving nations have tried to exist
Middle East crisis except for· the
side by side with communism,
Soviet supply of arms to the
they have been exposed to mo}al
Arabs. No Jew in the Middle East
blackmail, political pressure and
can rest easy as long as Russia
military force. Nowhere is there
evidence that communist forces continues to create crisis there.
No nation can sit back and watch
have softened their basic in ten tion
one nation exterminate another.
to command a slave world.
America must awaken to the
After conferring with fighting
men around the world, I am again real and present danger that
international communism presents
buoyed by their dedication to
a threat to all free-living Ameri
protecting American ideals and to
cans ·as long as the communists
the insurance of freedom for
other nations too weak to defend subscribe to the theory of com
munist ideological exportation.
themselves. However, I now find
myself more in fear of the tota_l Cuba in itself is not a threat.
menace posed by the communist China in itself is not a threat.
threat than ever before. Their North Vietnam in itself is not a
record is one of total deceit, threat. Even the Soviet Union in
slavery by force and continued itself is not a threat, but they all
export communism. We have been
creation of crises.
I want to believe that the blind long enough to the fact that
communists wish to co-exist with all countries run by the commu
other nations, but the facts make nist form of government export
it impossible for me to accept this by force their Godless system to
concept. Those that believe that their neighbors. To deny this
blatant fact would be blind
international communism no long
er exists have only to look at the foolishness.
By BOB ARNOLD

,,
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intelligent
life on

earth?

BLOOD DONO.RS

Cash Paid . . .
$10.00
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Parental . Con1ent N . - r y -

Must. Be 18

DAYTON BIOLOGICAL INCORP.
115 E. Helena

224-1173
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Review

Dr. Edwards Suggests An

Buy it.

Alternative to Status Quo
By BOB .BROOKSHIRE
Ace Gold Star Reporter

So you see, here we are in a
local record ·store, wondering
what to pick up this week..
Cream? Naw ... Iron Butterfly?
Naw .. . Canned Heat? Sounds
good ... Hmmm . . . What's this?
TAJ MAHAL! Read about him
in Rolling Stone magazine. Sup
posedly plays the BLUES. May
be he's just another in the
never-ending crop of pseudo
funky-plastic-lined blues bands
with weird names .. . Well, may
be it 's worth a try .. .
( About an h ou r l ater)
WOW!! You just can't stop
playing this crazy record! Great!
Fantastic!! Simply fabulous!!!
TIIlS is the way the blues were
meant to be played ... This is
the only way to play 'em. Only
it's not all blues. It's a slice of
everytJ:Ung that is distinctly
Amencan. Appalachian folk
songs rendered in reverential
tones. Pure soul music played
on a steel bodied guitar. Down
~orne-blues, a moaning, groan
mg, gut--grabbing harp with ?
crying guitar. WHY ISN'T THI~
MAN A SUPER STAR? His
music is so real you can touch
it, feel it, and it grabs you all
over.
(About a week later) You
mean to tell me that TAJ
MAHAL is going to be in Cin
cinnati THIS WEEK? Well ·hell
I ~ean how much do we know?
Let s not just stand here. LET'S
GO!!
. So we went. Would you be
lieve Taj is about a million
times better in person than on
record? Would you believe that
in all my born days I've never

were not brought to campus.
One, "they aren't available"
and two, "we can't affo;d
them." Dr. Edwards' solution
would be to bring at least one .
'expensive' viewpoint to campus
each year. "Let's be fair, let's
see the whole picture ... bring
the leader of the Y AF , bring N.
Stanton Evans, he will tell you
like it really is." She said that
we should bring speakers to
campus because of their valid
carefully documented views, not
because their names are in the
headlines. She feels that the
present program shows a certain
amount o f directionalizing.
Someone is trying to influence
-someone else's opinions or
thinking.
We then asked Dr. Edwards'
views on personal freedom. "We
~ve no right to impose our
ideas of what's 'good' on some
one else. I believe in letting
other people live their own
lives. Let them be rich, poor,
~ · stupid, enlightened or
ignorant if they want t o be.
This is the crux of the world's
prob_lerns today . . . people are
making choices for other peo
ple."

Following a hot rumor, THE
GUARDIAN asked for an inter
. view with Dr. Charlene Edwards
head of the Speech and Theate;
Department. Our informant has
said that Dr. Edwards could
provide some enlightening com
ments on the war in" Vietnam
education, university life, and
other such banalities.
Ace GUARDIAN reporter
Bob Brookshire quizzed Dr. Ed
wards on some of these minor
aspects of life and found that
she did indeed have m~ny ob
servations worthy of publication.
Unfortunately, the lack of a
tape recorder prevents many of
them from being quoted here.
However, we hope that our
readers may derive some small
satisfaction in their thirst for
knowledge from the few re
marks listed.
The fir st question THE
_GUARDIAN posed was t o ask
Dr. Edwards' reaction to the
Artist and Lecture series from
the viewpoint of both an educa
tor and as head of the Speech
and Theater Department. Dr.
Edwards commented that there
has been "a glaring imbalance"
Dr· Edwards feels that one of
of opinions expressed through
the series. She said that instead the main purposes of the uni
of presenting the several side~ of versity is to show students "the
an issue, the series has presented world as it is and as it has
only one side . She said that she been." She says that the goal of
hates to use the labels because every student's education should
. of inaccuracies, but that there be "learning what went on be
has been "a preponderance of fore so that you know where to
the 'liberal' and 'new left'" g~ tomorrow. He that ignores
viewpoints. "This is not being history is only being ridicu
fair to students," she added. lou s!"
One of the functions of a uni
We then asked Dr. Edwards
versity is to "give students the as a closing note, to tell u~
opportunity to experience sev what one thing she would
eral viewpoints." Dr. Edwards change if she wanted to change
pointed out that one often university life. "It would be
hears the viewpoints of those profitable for all concerned if
that 'hate war' and 'dislike the every instructor and every stu
actions and policies of the gov- dent would become a devotee
emment' but, "when do we of the most profound concept
. hear the viewpoints of those of human freedom that he
who set these policies? Yes, yes, could possibly conceive of or
bring Abbie Hoffman, Dick know or learn. Man should be
Gregory and Stokely Carmichael able to control himself ... and
to campus. But bring also Fa- then be free. You can't be free
the~ Sullivan, a minister in unless you have the highest
Philadelphia who has done amount of self-restraint. The
wonders for civil rights ... but major thing that the world
we don't hear about these peo- needs is to practice the golden
rule ... KEEP YOU'RE COTpie."
Dr. Edwards said that there TON PICKING HANDS OFF
have been two main reasons of- OF SOMEONE ELSE'S PROP
fered as to why these speakers ERTY!"

::~ WRIGHT STATE GEOLOOY
~

DEPARTMENT TO PRESENf

i~

PAPERS TO GEOLCXiICAL
SOCIETY

• •

Taj Mahal!

seen a whole room full of peo
ple so turned on as the Friday
night Taj played at the B1ack
Dome? Fantastic just doesn't de
~it.

So Taj has these side men
see, and they are probably some
of the best in the business. The
drummer is so white he's almost
bleached, with blond, blond
hair· The guitarist is a guy that
looks "Yel)' much like an Indian
(American) although its hard to
tell for mre. HU shoulder-length
hair doesn't hurt your fust im
~ession, either. The hm player
~ tall and spindly, with a style
of holding his bass that is un
usual, to say the least.
And then there's Taj. He
looks about ~n feet tall with
bis Stetson and his ftS!. ·Seven
feet of black pain and emotion
expressed in music s~
pure - - - like a cold mountain
stream. He walks up on stage.
pulls out his harp, and the
whole audience smiles in a won
derful anticipation. He walks up
to the mike, and tells us about
his music in a toice so strong
and wann that you're with him
in a moment. The lead player
warms up, counts off, and 1lIE
MAN is launched into a beauti

fu1 expression of song. Unbe
lievable.
If ~ou can take your eyes
off Ta] (there were some there
who never did for three hours)
yo~ ~ocus immediately on the
~t~st. His hands move with a
lightrung precision that is almost
~ocking all over the neck of
his ax. Short, choppy strokes
~or soul, each chord divided
mto four or five sub-chords and
played in a bewildering variety
of .ways. Long, wailing notes for
blues, with a style the like of
which I have never heard.
And then there's the drum
mer· Completely submerged in
music, he never looks up from
the beginning of a song to the
end. He doesn't look at his
drums, but off in a corner of
the room, eyes withdrawn , con
centrating inward. There's just
no way . ...
That's all I can tell you. Any
~~re would be even more repe

titious. I can't tell you about
the music, its it's just you'll just
have to hear it. So just don't
stand there, BUY IT. TAJ
MAHAL.

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GUABAN'l'EEO
JO •round
AB job
OAD'i Get paid,
·
.
Summer
and year
travel, meet
people.
illustr ted ma · ·
s · or young people 17 to 40 For
send $1..00 to ..,;ume W!th cg:plete details . and applications
133, 111e u.tel des ---~ent Information Service (ISIS)
--...ca, Brussels 6, Belgium.
'

at

ANPOWERt.

1'BE FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH

GOOD~PAYING

665 Salem Avenue

· Dayton

SUMMER JOBS
....,

FO~~~CES

A NEW AND EXCITING SUMMER PROGRAM .

JUNE 29 McCarthyivn..

"The Fifties", bY Edith Smilack. ..Hysteria of

JULY 6 - "Political Represgon
· m
· the University", by Dr. A. M.
Dupree.
JULYReece.
13 - "An Adult Discussion of the Situation
.
. Ethic'', by Dr.
Robert

~f:::::;:;:;:::;:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::=:::'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?:l
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JULy 20 - "Of Thee I Sing" , a civil
· · rights program by Edith
Smilack.
JULY 27 Fritz.

We've 1ot Jobs for women as

stenos, typists and aenenit office
workers- factory, warehouse and
outdoor work for men. You choose
the days you want to work-earn·
good money Md still finCI time
for summer fun!

Five faculty and two students relation study of the Upper Richj~~~~
vf rom the Wri~t State Geology mond Group."
:~~~
: Department will present papers
.The papers to be presented by;:3
· at the third annual meeting of the faculty are:
;~~
the North Central Section of the
Lael Bradshaw and James:;::
Geological Society of America at Noel: "Neutron activation :;~
Ohio State on May 15 and 16. analysis of selected conodonts." ::
The papers by the faculty are . Kenneth Kramer: "Equaliza-.~;r:;. =~~=5;iinmf:;md
results of current and recent re- tion of oxygen polarization as a;:;~ •
search. Those of the students control in clay mineral forma-::;: •
II
grew out of special problems tion."
under Dr. Noel's direction.
Robert Larson: "The Mott:::: ·; ·
e
I

MANPEBWER

~;~l •

v t e'
0

~

The.If Uses and Consequences" , by Dr. h a

AUGUST 3 - "Academic F ed ,, b
AUGUST 10
"V"
re om • Y Mr. Pete Staub.
Hiroshima, by
~e=: of a De~ade", a commemoration of
AUGU
, . Steve Srnilack.
Bernstein.ST 17 - "The Student and the University", by Dr. Stanley

Ediili,

~'!GUST 24 - "Hmnanistn An
Religion",
by Mike Smilack.
'
Alternative to Traditional

. AU~ST 31 Discusaon.

"Summer, 1969 ' in Retrospect", a Group

a~ 1l ..OO A.M., and there will be a
S~~~e ones. Anyone and Everyone is

All Sunday Services will start
baby
sitter available to watch th
Welcome. SEE YOU nus

=

the
a~~
~rene Bro~:.
coeffi-~~·. · on
I . .
~-~ Silun~
:~:
0 ns u-•
E:~:
f. .~:~;!~!:!~~~~;;,=~:=<~::~::,~,~~~;~;:~>~<<J ___ J!'_t_i_~!! i !"'~)~ :r~:~~~o~~:o~Y h~:,.:

I~theThestudents
papers to be presented by Island conglomerate, Isle Royale :~:~
National Park, Michigan."
are :
~::
1.··.

variables
crops.

"A study of . James Noel: "Shape
t f Sel
f
d 1
al f
·
o cnno1 co umn s o cien so
ected Recent Sands."::;
and Mississippian out Benjamin Richard: "Gravity
anomalies in parts of Clark and

,

c

I

Also of interest

I
I

The Churdl will also be open

The Church
.
.
Bookstore is expanding, and will
II The
Jwie JO, !%9, and as the Student
Book Exdiani!e will be
bookstore will, be
g new and used college text books.
l0:30-I·.oo.
open M-F from 1:30-5:30 and on Sunday from

I be open on

0

gular
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STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE

Briefs••.

EDUCATION

Did you know that there is
going to be a student book ex
change on a daily basis, offering
10% discount on books to all
students and facult ?
"The Book Exchange " will be
located at 665 Salem Avenue m
Dayton, and will start operating
June 10, 1969, being open from
1:30-5 :30pm Monday through
Friday, and 10:30-1 :00 on Sun

day.
Do you have used, text books
or paperbacks you'd like to sell?
Then bring them to school
and leave them at the student
coalition book pick-up table in
Allyn Hall. Initially, the book
exchange due to present lack of
funds wilJ take your books, give
you a receipt for the sum and
when they are sold, will mail you
a check. Your books will be sold
at the price you indicate, plus a
small mark-up to cover operating
expenses.
Do you want an alternative to
our present book store? Then
support "The Book Exchange"
by bringing in used books to be
sold. If the Bookstore is success
ful this summer, then it will
offer, starting fall quarter, New
books at discount.
YOU can make the Bookstore
successful!
THE BOOK EXCHANGE
665 Salem Ave.
M -F
1 :30-5:30, Sun.
10:30-1 :00
Used books received in Allyn
Hall
Opening June 10, 1969

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS
The Director of Student Place
ment , Mr. W. C. Kellerman, is
appointed Liaison Officer for
national and international fellow
ship programs. He will thus serve
as the University agent for secur
ing all information regarding out
side fellowship programs. The
identification and selection of
candidates to be nominated for
any such fellowship programs will
be the responsibility of the Wright
State University Honors Commit
tee.
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On May 11, 1969 a discussion
session was held for education
major ano representative faculty.
The mformal discussion and ques
tion period gave students a chance
to talk with professors and recieve
answers to questions they had.
Over thirty-five students turned
out for the meeting in the
conference room in the lower
level student center. Faculty
present were : Dr. Wesiey Huckins,
Dr. Earl Zwetschke , Dr. Norwood
Marquies, (Dean) , Mrs. Beatrice
Chait, Mrs. Ruth King, Dr. Mary
Harbrage, Dr. Robert Earl, Dr.
Roger Iddings, and Mr. Don
Richards.
Some of the problems discussed
were common curriculum, (espe
cially biology and geology), stu
dent teaching, professor rating,
and degrees in education. Most
students felt the discussion was
extremely beneficial and gave way
to better communication with the
faculty.
Another meeting is not sched
uled until next October.

DR. BERGEN EVANS TO BE
FEATURED SPEAKER AT
SECOND ANNUAL WRIGHT
STATE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATION CEREMJNIES

Draft Is
Unfair
By TOM MILLE R
College Press Service

Wright State Universit. will
hold its second annual graduation
WASHINGTON (CPS) - Con
an June 8, 1969, at 10:30 A.M. gressman Ed.ward I Ko~h
in Founders' Quadrangle. Much (D~N.Y.) . has mtrodu.:ed l~gi~~
of the planning for this year's lation_ w~ch call~ fo~ selecbv:r
ceremony was done with the conscientious ob1echon to p
help of committees comprised of ticu1ar wars, an d f or a "second
students in the Class of ,69 . The chance" for dr~f~ resisters who
. be Dr. Bergen have gone to Jail or left the
guest speaker will
E
p f
f E gli h country.
vans,
ro essor_ 0 .
n s '
Earlier this session Koch introld
Northwestem Uruvers1ty, Evans- d d bill hi h
uce
a
w c wou rep1ace
.
.
t on, Ill rno1s.
f d
·th
all 1
Dr. Evans . went to grade a dra te army w1 an -vo un.
school in Sheffield, England, teer ~ne"·
d h
,,
where his father was in the
T e secon c ance 1egis1aCounsular Service. He attended tion would permit persons s~b
high school in Franklin, Ohio, ject to tl~e draft ~he opp~rtumty
received a Bachelor of Arts de- to subnut matenal to his local
gree from Miami University , an bo~rd to substantiate• h~s
M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard claun under the following err
and attended University College, cumstances:
If he has received his induc
Oxford, England, where he was a
ti
on
notice;
Rhodes Scholar. Miami Universi
If he has left the country to
ty also awarded him an L.H.D.
(Doctor of Humanities) in 1959, avoid the draft and prosecution
and he received a D. Litt. (Doc and then returns;
If he is serving time in jail for
tor of Letters) _ from Franklin
WORLD AFFAIRS FILM
draft
refusal ;·
College in the same year.
TO BE PRESENTED
If he undergoes prosecution in
Dr. Evans is also an author,
the armed forces for nonviolent
The Dayton Council on has edited several books, written refusal of service.
more
than
100
magazine
articles
World Affairs will present a
In Koch's speech introducing
World Affairs Film Series at and recorded an album of word the bill, he asked Congress to
8:00 P.M. at the Dayton Art defmitions, which is now used by "take a major step in bringing
Institute Lecture Room Tues 8,000 schools. In addition, he this country together again. Let
day, May 20, Wednesday, May has written feature articles and us give those who have exiled
columns for various newspapers
28, and Monday, June 9.
themselves or gone to jail out of
The films are "To Die in and spent many hours in front of conscience, the opportunity of
Madrid," the stunning documen radio microphones and TV corning back into the mainstream
taiy on the Spanish Civil War cameras of the major networks. of American life."
on May 20; "The Finest One of the books he authored,
Koch's bill would be retro
Hours," biography of Sir Wins The Natural History of Nonsense, active for the specifically out
ton Churchill on May 28; and has gone through six American lined circumstances listed above.
"The 317th Platoon," a French editions in hard cover and four It does not change the procedure
account of the aftermath of paperback printings and has been under which the Selective Service
translated into 20 foreign lan
Dien Bien Phu on June 9.
operates, nor does it change any
The cost of the entire series, guages.
criteria that a local board ma)t
or any part thereof, is only
use for determining C.0. status.
SPEECH CONTEST RESULTS
$1.00 per person. Tickets are
Two students representing the
The burden of proof for the
available at the Council office, Department . of Speech and resister's "second chance" C.O.
205 East First Street, or at the Theatre won trophies in the oral application still lies with the ap
door.
interpretation festival held at the plicant. He must show (to the
The May 20 film will be pre Portsmouth Branch of Ohio Uni same people who drafted him in
ceded by a dinner in the Art versity on Saturday, May 3. Deem the frrst place) that his reason
lnstitute's Italian Room at Bristow placed second in drama; for leaving the country or for
which the Council's Annual Charles Miller placed second in going to jail was conscientious
Meeting for election of officers poetry. Wayne Smith accom objection to war, or a particular
and directors will take place.
panied them.
war, as specified in the bill.

C.?.

EXERCISE
YOUR
'WILL.' POWER
I will switch to Tampax tampons,
he internal sanitary protection
hat outsells all others combined.
I will ride a bike, swim, play
ennis, dance ... and do my daily
exercises every day of the month
if I wish.
I will no longer worry about the
discomfort and inconvenience
of sanitary napkins, pins and
belts.

Grad Students As
Waste Material
the second are not wholly unre
lated. Conditions in the Third ,
There are two places in the World are at least partly aggra
world today where you are vated by the failure of Ameri
likely to find a homogeneous can universities to relate to the
problems that exist there - or
group of highly skilled indivi
duals with an average of 18 in any real world.
years of formal education plus a
The disgrace is not that a
wide range of work experience potential source of highly skilled
(and the potential of earning expertise is underpaid but rather
$9,000 to $12,000 yearly) per
that it is underemployed in a
forming menial tasks for little world with massive problems
or no remuneration.
crying for experimentation and
The first (and most tragic) is vigorous new approaches. Yet
the Third World, where the the immoral waste persists and
institutional structure cannot yet the methods (or madness) of
graduate education remain sub
accommodate highly trained in
stantially . unchanged from the
dividuals.
The second place is the medieval model.
Not only does the system
American university at the grad
uate level. Here the problem is persist, but it is sustained by an
almost fanatical defense, center
not one of institutional imma
turity, but one of sterility and ing around some vague and
senility, although the immaturity ill-defmed notion of Academic
of the frrst and the senility of Freedom in loose translation a
By TOM MADDOX

subterfuge for Academic Feath
erbedding. The real fear of the
defenders is that if reality were
allowed to creep insidiously into
their midst, the whole sinecure
would collapse about them.
Reality is allowed to pene
trate to innersanctum of Aca
demia only after it has been
sufficiently sterilized by the wiz
ardly techniques of statistics and
translated · into professional
jargon. The job is so complete
that even the most idealistic
sophomore is bored stiff; the
graduate student, his idealism
dulled by multiple hours of ·the
same, no longer looks for any
meaningful connections between
what he memorizes and the
world with which he once
wanted to · connect.
Any suggestion that scholars
and students mix the realities of
their everyday lives with the

theoretical constructions which
supposedly explain these realities
is viewed as ignorant or a
v1c10us breach of scholarly
method. Good scholars barely
talk with scholars from other
disciplines, let alone interesect
with the great unwashed world
of reality.
What then, besides the hope
of an additional year's defer
ment, continues to attract in
creasing numbers of students to
graduate schools across the
U.S.? For most it is probably a
stalling technique designed to
buy an extra year or two before
making that awful commitment
to a life as empty as their
education.
Some, convinced that the
B.A. degree is the last hurdle to
be crossed before they are
allowed to spend their time
studying issues with guts, enter

I will be more relaxed and
confident in any situation
because Tampax tampons can't
show or cause odor.
I will be completely comfortable
because Tampax tampons can't
be felt when they're properly in
place.

TA MPAXe TAMPONS

ARE MADE ONl.V

av

TAMPAX INCORPORATED . PAL.MER. MASS.

graduate school with the same
excitement they had as fresh
men.
The frrst few weeks of tlieir
graduate· careers reduce all of
this to that same gray despair
with which they fmished their
undergraduate careers. But this
time, there is the additional
element of real disillusionment,
and eventually of cynicism. • ,
But they are trapped. Job
offers have been rejected, apart
ments ·- rented, money borrowed,
books bought, etc. etc. Besides,
the stigma of droupoutism is
COlllilNd •• ,.., Twelvtt
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Kenley Players .Set
Summer Schedule

Slaps at Justice Department

AAUP Resolves on Disruption

B RANDY TIGUE
courage necessary change, and sufficient sanctions."
and the Kenley's favorite Arlenne
discourage disruptive action."
In a companion resolution the
ANYD ST.EVE z1NN~Y
Fontanna.
Speaking in behalf of the AAUP took a thinly-veiled slap at
JULY 1 - "My Fail Lady"
If the 55th annual meeting of substitute, DaVid Wieck of Rens- U.S. Justice Department officials
By BOB ARNOLD
with J~e Powell and. Michael the American Association of Uni selaer College said that the con- who called last .week for federal
Guardian Staff Writer
Alinson who played this show versity Professors (AAUP) held demnation contained in the com- prosecution of campus militants.
John Kenley recently an- for ·two years on Broadway.
here this weekend is any indica- mittee report "strikes a moral
The resolution, wn1ch pa~<\
nounced the summer schedule of
JULY 8 - "You Know I tion, college and university facul note of outrage that does not help by voice vote with only a
the Kenley Players. He came up Can't Hear You When The Wat- ty members are as polarized on the situation. To condemn stu- smattering of dissent, expressed
with twelve musicals and come- er's Running" starring "Laugh- the issue of campus disorders as dents for things that arise out of "grave concern" over "press rep
deep moral feeling is something I orts of a recent series of provoca
the public at large.
dies with a ·host ~f well known In's" Artie Johnson.
Nearly two out of the three cannot condone."
JULY 15 - "Your Own
personalities.
tive statements by high federal
starring Leslie Gote, ih:e hours allotted to the discussion of
The Dayton box office at the
John C. Wriston of. the Univer- officials which threaten " profes
Memorial Hall will open on May favorite of the teen-aged set. It 1S resolutions was spent arguing over sity of Delaware took issue, saying sional militants' allegedly respon
17. Orders can be placed after a price winning musical which is a proposed AAUP position on the substitute resolution "ignores sible for disruption with prosecu
campus disruption. The panel the threat to acad~mic freedom. " tion for conspiracy, · nd which
May 1 by just writing to the still on Broadway· . "
.
on
confrontation "We're defending academic free- imply
Memorial Hall in Dayton. IndiviJULY 22 Impossible discussion
indiscriminate
and
dual prices for tickets vary from Years" starring Paul Lynde, Dean tactics scheduled for two hours dom by speaking out against dangerous phrases such as 'ideo
$1.75 to $3.25. A season ticket Martin's summer replacement.
ran nearly three to accommodate disruption," he maintained.
logical criminals' and 'new barbar
for all twelve shows is $36.00
JULY 29 - "The Unsinkable advocates of revolution, repres-
While rejecting the harsher ian ." "Such statements," said the
lJrffiile six shows is $18.00 Also, Molly Brown" with popular sing- sion, and shades of opinion in condemnation of disruptions, the res ution, "suggest a policy
special group rates and benefit er Vikki Carr and Broadway star · between.
convention did vote by 218 to which is a duect threat to
The resolution which finally 187 to accept the resolutions academic freedom and autono
rates are available. All produc- James Hurst.
tions will be open on Tuesday of
AUGUST 5
"Walking emerged was a p.ybrid, combining committee's language on issues my."
each week and run through Sun- Happy" starring Noel Harrison, features of the resolutions com such as governmental reprisals and
Illustrative of the divisions
day night.
·
who played in last year's mittee report and features of a institutional autonomy.
:reated in the AAUP by the issue
"Where's Charley" and Karen substitute resolution proposed by
One provision said, "Disruptive . )f campus disturbances was a
JUNE 10 - "How Now Dow Morrow, who played in last John Massman and Calvin Gower actions of militant students and Janel discussion on "confronta
of St. Cloud State College.
Jones" starring Dean Jones, of year's "Can Can".
faculty can profoundly threaten fon tactics" which often degener
AUGUST 12 - "The Show
By a vote of 210 to 187, the (institutional) autonomy because tted into shouting matches be
1V's "What's It All About
World" and Jessica Walters, star Off' with Dick Shawn and Linda AAUP rejected the language of those actions may provoke dis- ween opponents of opposite
of "Grand Prix" and "The Bennett, who often tours with the committee report which said trust and hostility that lead to >0ints of view.
Bob Hope in Viet Nam.
the Association "unreservedly countermeasures on the part of
Group".
In other resolutions passed by
AUGUST · 19 - "Camelot" condemns any forcible interfer other students, government, and he convention, the AAUP sup
JUNE 17 ~ "Cactus Flower"
with Bob Crane of "Hogan's starring John Rait, James Hurst, ence with teaching, learning, and the public."
1orted "rapid U.S. withdrawal
research."
Heroes" and 1V star Abby Dal and Linda Bennett.
Another provision denounced rom South Vietnam," stated that
In its place, the substitute as "unjust and destructive of niversity facilities ought to be
AUGUST 26 - "The · King
ton.
JUNE 24 - "Gypsy" starring And I" starring Patrice Munsel. resolution said, "The annual meet institutional autonomy" such pen to all recruiters if they are to
ing therefore calls on all members "vengeful reprisals" as the cutoff e open to any; and urged each
Joanne Worley of "Laugh-In"
of the academic community to of financial aid to campus dis- iculty to examine ROTC pro
seek appropriate remedies, en- mpters, saying that "regular aca- :ams to see if they meet
demic procedures can provide andards set by the AA_!JP.

KENLEY PLAYERS

Thinf

IT IS FOR REAL

9 hours in 31
6 hours in 21
3 hours in 11
HOW MANY HOURS 0'10 YOU

SPEND READING LAST NtGHT?
If you're like most college students, you probably didn't ~ead
and understand all the material you should have last night.
The reason was probably very simple: It would have taken
too long.

sedoiis

.compet1ilon With Ohio State for the
Wright State is ill..
title of "The Big Farm" - only WSU has a different reason for
deserving the title.

There's no need to miss any more reading assignments ..•
not when you can triple your present reading rate and keep
the same or even improve your comprehension. By using
the Read-Ability system, we guarantee you will shorten 9
hours of reading to 3! 6 hours work can be done in 2· hours,
3 hours of reading can be finished in just 1 ! Just think of
all th~ spare time you can have for campus activities and
your · own leisure time. Remember, ask yourself: "Am I
reading as fast as I can?"

•

Faster Reading Means More Leasure Time and Higher Grades For You.

•

We Guarantee To At Least Triple Your Reading Rate in 8 weeks or Your Money
Refunded.

•

No Gimmicks

No Machines.
clip and mail

I••••••••••• a••••••••••• a a a• a a•• a••• a aa a a a•• aaa a.. ..

THE REAO,.ABILITY SYSTEM
The Personal
Development
Institute
Offered By
1016 Harries Building

Dayton, Ohio

(The Personal Development Institute)
1016 Harries Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio 45402
Send for more information on THE READ·
ABILITY SYSTEM No obligation.
Daytime and Evening Classes Starting
May 5, 6, 10, 1969
.

Name ......................... · · ·· ·· · · ·
Address .......... ... ...... .• Tel• ......

224-9237

City .............. State ..... . Zip .... .

I,- t
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Phi Beta Lampa Holds
Installation Ceremonies .

included Mr. William D. Evans,
.Amstant Professor of Business
Administration at Wright State;
Mr. Joe Lower, Director of
Vocational F.ducation at Stebbins
High School, Dayton; and Dr.
Rita Sloan Tilton (advisor to
Omicron Tab Chapter), Assistant
Profesoor of Businen and Educa
tion and Head of the Business
Education program. at Wright
State.
Mr. ~ Moore, Vire-Presi
dent of the chapter, ~ve the
invocation address. Mr. Roger
SPECIAL GUESTS
Werl.Dg,. President of the chapter,
talked briefly 00 the chapter's
The ceremonies were attended
rojects during this school year.
by a number of special guests. The
ma· r projects were under
featured speaker and installing taken lJO
official, Miss Eleanor Gallagher,
An. experimen1al typing class
President of the Ohio Business
consisting of six 4th and Sth grade
Teachers Association, spoke on students from a local elementary
Phi Beta Lambda chapters in the school was held at Wright State.
state of Ohio. Other special guests ClaBs were taught by members

The Omicron-Tau Chapter of
PHI BETA LAMBDA, an organi
i.ation for business education and
office administration students,
held its formal installati~n
ceremonies on Friday, May 2 m
the new University Center. These
ceremonies officially installed th~
chapter at Wright State. In addi
tion to the twenty-0ne .ch~er
members of the orgaruzation,
nineteen new members were in
itiated into the chapter.

~wo

CABU Requests Help
with

wrizht_§lf!'l. _..,_

of Phi Beta Lambda~ In JUSt
fifteen-one hour sessions, the
entire alphabetic keyboard was
taught to the students and s~eeds
of from 10-17 words per .minute
were reached. An expenmental
shorthand class was also ~onducted by chapter members m a
local junior high school. ~ only
twenty one-hour class sessions, all
students were able t? take down
dictation and transcnbe the short
hand outlines. .
The ceremorues mark only the
beginning of what the chapter
members beli~ve to be a ~ery
successful organization ai Wnght
State. One of the purposes ~f the
organization is to create an u!1age
of what business and
education is through community
service.
Upcoming even ts of the PHI
BETA LAMBDA chapter include
elections of officers for the
1969-70 school year. These elec
tions will be held May 20 at 6: 15
p.M. in Room 302 Millett.

busm~ss

Dr. Edwards to
Speak on Liquid Helium \ Draft

The
The Committee for the ~ - pupils will be those who are
vancement of Black U~!f highly motiYated but need re
(CABU), along. with the A~~ medial instruction and those stu
tration of Wnght. S~ate Uruver
dents who feel that they would
Dr. D.
Edwards, Pro~esso.r
sity, are sponsonng a s~er like to continue their education
b t doubt their ability to do the of Physics at Ohio State Uruvers1
tutoring program of remedial col
lege work for high school soph~
u _1.ty will speak at Wright State
.
d
WO.LI\...
'
mores, juniors, seruors, an ~
WSU faadty ~ also asked to University on the _lo~ temperacent graduates or drop-outs m participate in Wright Start. It ture properties of liquid 3~e4.He
would be highly appreciated if. mixtures and 3He4He dilution
the greater D.ayton area.
. .
Classes will b.e h~ld on the they would offer their services .,ref!ige.!atots. _
At temperatures very close to
Wright State JJruveu1ty C~pus for the program. Any faculty
and instruction will be proVtde~ member that did not receive a t he absolute zero of temperature,
voluntarily by members of this letter from Dr. Golding or Dr. -459 degrees F, helium remains a
faculty and possibly th~ fa~~ty Husman can coo1act Bruce liquid and does not freeze into a
of other colleges and universities, McDonald at ext 27g or 266.
solid as every other substance
and also student tutors. The
Project Wright Start was a big does. Because of this unique
classes will run from June 15 to help last smmner for di.sad property of helium, a great deal
July ~5 on Tuesda~ and Th~~ Y31ltaged students in academic of research. has been ~er~orme~
day rughts from 7 .00 to 9 .00 areas. All who participated in the on the properties of liquid heli
pm.
program felt that it was a very um at these very low tempera
The courses will be offered in worthwhile project and the Uni tures. This research has shown
English, Reading Skills, Math, versity along with CABU will that helium is indeed a v~ry
and possibly a College Seminar sponsor Wright Start this sum unusual liqu~d with pro~ert~es
of Discussion. Books and trans
mer.
vastly different than the liq~1ds
For further infor., con1act the encountered in everyday life.
portation will be provided by the
University.
Wright Start table in front of the liquid helium, when placed in a
Juniors and Seniors of WSU Student Aid office, or Mr. Mohr container, does such strange
,
thr gh the tiniest
are asked to volunteer their serv(491), Dr. Apt (596 •
things as pour
ou
d
il~ces:_:an:d!...!si~
·gn
:!!..~up~t:;o~b~e.,:s:,:;;tu:::;en:;;..
.t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _, holes in the container without

o.

Alternative To The
BOOKSTORE .••

THE BOOK
EXCHAN
665 Salem Avenue
OPEN - JUNE 10th, 1969

1:30 - 5:30 Monday - Friday
10:30 - 1:00 Sunday

10% DISCOUNT
To Students and Faculty
STARTING NEXT WEEK •••
BRING YOUR USED BOOKS TO ALLYN HAU.
Make It A Successf

any friction and, if there are no
holes in the container, flows up
the container walls and over the
top.
.
.
When helium 1s exarnmed
carefully, scientists find that
most of the helium atoms have a
mass of four atomic units. A few
of the helium atoms, however,
have a mass of only three atomic
units. These two different masses
of helium atoms are cal
isotopes of helium; the lu y
isotope is called 4He and 1.H

News

lighter one 3He. Moun~ ~bora- Q.: I am a freshman in college
tory in Miamisburg, Ohio, is the
and have requested and re
ceived a 11-S deferment.
only laboratory in the free world
which separates 3He atoms from
Must I re-submit a "Request
4He atoms and sells the sepa
for Undergraduate Defer
rated 3He atoms to scientists
ment" (SSS Form 104) be
fore I am eligible to receive
throughout the free world.
If the percentage of 3He
a 11-S deferment for my
atoms mixed with 4He atoms is
sophomore year?
varied from that found in natur- A.: No . Only one request is
required. It authorizes your
ally occurring helium, the alr_ea~y
strange properties of liqmd
local board to grant a 11-S
deferment until you com
helium are greatly affected. By
plete the requirements ~ a
making sure of the properties of
mixtures of 3He and 4He atoms,
baccalaureate degree, fail to
scientists have constructed rejrig
pursue satisfactorily a fullerators which cool to within one
time course of study, or
hundredth of a degree of the
· attain the twenty-fourth anabsolute zero of temperature.
niversary of the date of
your birth, whichever occurs
These refrigerators are called di
lution refrigerators.
first.
Dr. Edwards is an internation
* * * *
ally recognized authority on the Q.: I am a full-time undergradu
ate student. Recently I re
properties of mixtures of 3He
and 4He atoms at very low tern
ceived an Order to Report
peratures. In his laboratory at
for Induction and I imme
Ohio State University, Dr· Ed
diately requested and re
wards and his students carry out
ceived a I-S{C) deferment.
extensive research in this area
How long will this defer
ment last?
and have constructed dilution re
frigerators for use in their re- A.: You will be deferred until
the end of your academic
search.
year or until you cease to
The talk will be given on the
evening of Monday, May 19, at
satisfactorily pursue such
7:30 P.M. in Room 112 of
full-time course of instruc
Oelman Hall on the Wright State
tion, whichever comes first.
campus. After Dr. Edwards' talk,
a coffee hour will be held at
* * * *
which he will be available for Q.: My neighbor's son fled to
questions and discussions .
Canada upon receiving his
induction notice. I under
stand it is his intention to
return to the United States
when he attains age 26. Will
he thus escape requirem"'nt
to serve in the Armed
Forces?
A.: No. He will continue to
have a duty to report for
induction. Your neighbor's .
son can be prosecuted and
sent to prison for violation
of the Selective Service
Order to Report for Induc
tion upon his return to the
United States, regardless of
his age.

Did you have an appointment to see Dr. Golding?

May 19, 1969

Guardian
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Monterey Pop

Scienti_sts
worse than playing a game at
which . tJiey are , by now, · fairly
adept. It .is not · that · things
would have · been a whole lot
different. in
corporation; but
there, at least, nobody but the
most outrageous · recruiter prom
ised anything niore meaningful
·than tailfins.
It is. almost universal opinion
among graduate students that
the best thing to do after
waking up is to salvage what
you can from the wreck.
means finding out exactly what
the rules of the game are, seeing
what comers can be safely
trimmed, and serving out your
term. After all, there are worse
places to do time.
f or those who are not con-

By JOHN ZEH
College Press Service

Draft
Questions

Garfunkel bathed in red light
fee~ng groo~ ... ' life is lovely, Q. : May a registrant appear in
all 1s groovy. Light show effects
person before an appeal
MONTEREY POP
board?
A FILM BYD. A. PENNEBAKER pour from the screen during Huoh
MSli~skakelad's inst~umentals. Gra;ie A.: No. While Regulations do
c an the Jefferson Airplane,
not provide an ·opportunity
The Monterey Pop Festival was
and
then Janis again.
for a registrant to appear in
a high point in the ongoing
This is vintage Janis, with the
By BILL SIEVERT
person before an appeal
history of hard rock that, con
College Press Service
old group. Already an oldie - but
board. the person appealing
sidering the Miami Doors inde
- goodie ; she's got a different
may attach to lus appeal a
cency
and
the
Palm
Springs
riots,
wASHINGTON (CPS) - A may never be achieved again. group now. But there 's Sam
statement specifying the
group of Congressmen April 30
matters in which he believes
Monterey was a . ort of Newport Andrew, the "big brother ," back
received a petition from more
ing up sister Janis mama Janis.
the local board has failed to
West, with beautiful people groov
than 700 scientists calling for a
ing on the grass to what they The camera zooms in close, her
con"ider or to give sufficient
"review of the entire direction of
face quivers. Cut to her feet
knew was an important happen
weight. and may set out in
military research" on campus.
again t
th~
ing, the beginning of a cultural stomping
full any information which
The petition , presented by
..
.
"like
a
ball
and
chain."
stage
was offered to the local
revolution.
members of Scientists for Social
D. A. Pennebaker' masterful , The audience - around you in the
board and which the local
and Political Action (SSP A), rehand-held camera technique cap theatre - joins the crowd on film
board failed or refused to
quested open Congressional heartured that experience to renew in applause.
include in his file.
ings on military research and
The Animals do ''Paint It
were
the
memory
for
those
who
I will soon be 18 years old
tent to accept their fate, but development.
there and to make those who Black," and then the Who talk Q.: and will register for the
insist that Academia make good
Dr. Robert March, professor
weren't wish they had been. The about "Our Generation," exploddraft. Where can I get any
on its promise of "excellence in of physics at the University of
film if currently making the ing at the end by chopping away
books about' military life or
the pursuit of truth," graduate Wisconsin, said there is much
circuit of campus and big-city at the stage with their axes. Sanity
career ?
school can be a very Qad place misuse of scientific and technical
avant-garde filmhouses, bringing returns. The Grateful Dead. The
At your local board of the
to do time. For while some ability in this country: "Talents
out the freaks and straights alike. late Otis Redding, one of the A.: Selective Service System. A
indulgence is granted to the could be better used elsewhere
As the theatre lights dim, film's high points ... "Everybody
booklet entitled , "It's Your
wayward undergraduate, the than in the production of means
Monterey
Pop explodes on the gotototo shake" ... I've Been
Choice", has been published
graduate heretic is the object of of mass destruction. Science is
screen with Janis · Joplin doing Lovin' You." Applause again for
by the Department of De
special scorn.
being prostituted by its connec
"Combination of the Two," a this dead master.
fense and is available, with
. To insinuate that he is ignor- tion with the military," he said.
Insanity again, this time Jirni,
musical background for the titles
out cost, throughout the
ant or insane is to cast. doubt
Government support of re
spread over a collage of colors and Hendrix. Wild Thing. He somer
country. It contains infor
on the system that produced search and development is over
scenes. The intro fades out to saults holding his guitar, humps
mation regarding the various
him. Thus there is no doubt the whelmingly dominated by mili
shots of preparations for ' the the amp, squeezes out lighter fluid
military choices open to
"heretic" is obviously a trouble- tary projects, when existing levels
festival, a chronicle of what made onto the ax, lights it.
young people who are con
maker. The only remaining ques- of armament already constitute
Back to normal with Ravi
it happen.
t em p 1a ting entering the
ti.on is whether he is freelancing the greatest threat to world
A cool chick, waiting for the Shankar, another high point. His
Armed Services.
or whether he is . part of a peace arid security, he said.
show, says, "We heard alot ... all sitar sounds play as scenes drift
Where
might I obtain infor
nation-wide (and/or world-wide)
In presenting the petition, Dr.
together ... it's just gonna be too across the screen. In the crowd Q.: mation on previous court
conspiracy. If he should happen Charles Schwartz, professor of
much ... the vibrations ... you you see people you know, o;
cases involving the draft
to use language or tactics similar physics at the University of Cali
know." She was right, and you think you know, or would like to
law?
to dissidents elsewhere, he is fornia at Berkeley, said the ABM
know. The Shankar set ends, and
know.
A publication entitled,
automatically part of a conspir- issue is only "one spot in a very
"more A· :
Here is Mama. Cass, the fat with it cries for
"Legal
Aspects of Selective
acy, and probably a ringleader large field" of wasted, dangerous
more ... " And the film ends, and
Mama Cass that is no more
Service", revised January 1,
·by virtue of his advanced age spending on the military.
looking like an overweight Tin; with cries of 'more, more ... "
1969, may be purchased
and experience.
The federal government
Some film critics would say
Tim in drag; whatta nose. The set
from the Superintendent of
Nor is there much aid and spends about $16 billion a year
was shot at night; the colors are that the work leaves something to
Documents. U.S. Govern
comfort for the dissident among on research and development.
outasight.
California be desired as a documentary, but
ment Printing Office, Wash
his fellow sufferers. The general The Department of Defense gets
it says more about young people
Dreamin' .....
ington D.C. 20402 for
opinion of him is that anyone about half the total amount,
"Once you enter, you cannot and their music, their life style,
$1.00.
silly enough to spill his guts in $7 .8 billion. The rest is farmed
leave," drones the ticket-taker. than any Hollywood flick has ever
the . presence of the academic out to companies and universi
Last
month I completed
said.
See
it.
You
don't
even
have
Q.
:
Who would want to? On stage in
work at our community col
pecking order deserves what he ties.
Canned Heat, then Simon and to be stoned to dig it.
Schwartz also said public r-:---~~--~~~
~ts.
lege with 64 credits. The
The university may be well opinion polls should not deter
University will only accept
Second Week
enough insulated to maintain mine whether or not the pro
52 of these. Does such a
itself indefinitely as an ana- posed ABM system is approved.
situation disqualify me for a
. chronism and follow the same The public, he said, does not
II-S student deferment as a
path as the church into total understand the scientific and
junior?
obsolence. So what? Waste is a technical knowledge ·involved in
A.: When a registrant transfers
luxury we can probably afford such a vast defense program, and
from a junior college or a
in the U.S. but the rest of the it needs leadership that cannot
community ·College to a
world is neither so affluent nor be moved by defense department
degree granting institution ,
so tolerant and our sins of promotion techniques.
and loses credits through no
The petition was accepted by
omission are beginning to come
fault of his own, he may
eight Democratic Congressmen
home to roost.
have less than the percent
(Mr. Maddox is a graduate who were sponsors of the recent
of course completion re
student in ecorwmics at the Congressional Conference on the
quired by Selective Service
University of Colorado, and a Military Budget. Rep. William F.
Regulations. The local board
· former chairman of the Grad- Ryan of New York said he in
may , .in its discretion, grant
uate Student Union there. This tends to bring the petition before
a II-S deferment for the
wticle originally appeared in the the House Armed Services Comfirst year after transfer.
Colorado Daily.)
mittee.
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Rap College
Resear·ch
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VOTE! •

Constitutional Referendum
MAY 19th. 23rd
Miss Wright State Contest
MAY 22nd-23rd
ELECTIONS ARE HELD IN ALLYN HALL

Our lJlishes for a
Happy Summer
Vacation
ROBERTS JEWELERS
1062 PATTERSON ROAD
BREITEN STRATER
SHOPPING CENTE.R

252-0869

